
 

        
 
 
Be aware that candle burning can be extremely dangerous. Please make sure that you read and 
abide by the safety instructions before you begin. The Do’s and Don’t and other tips have been 
placed at the end of the DVD. So be sure to watch that section BEFORE you burn any candles! 
 
So far, we've discussed ways for you to get in touch with your inner, unconscious mind so you 
can understand yourself, have better control over your life, and attract more positive outcomes.  
A technique used by many to help focus their psychic abilities is candle burning. Candle burning 
involves using an external element or force to help you focus your intent. Intent means self-
determination, getting what you want, making decisions, and seeing things through. In essence, 
candle burning is a technique that will allow you to focus your conscious and unconscious minds 
to attract the internal and external energy and resources necessary to achieving your goal. Candle 
burning involves concentration, will power, and visualization. Here's how it works. 

 
If you burn candles with intent, or a purpose in mind, you focus energy 
in a certain direction. If you burn a candle and meditate on finding love, 
you program your inner mind to think about love; you tell yourself that 
your objective is important enough to think about and accomplish.  
 
We'll start with some basics about candle burning. The purpose of 
candle burning is to establish a psychic link between you and the candle. 
By physically touching the candle, you imbue it with your personal 
vibrations and concentrate your desire into the wax. There are several 
variables to consider when deciding on the actual candle to use. The 
candle does not have to be expensive for it to work for you. However, 
you should always use a new candle for each ritual.  



 

 
The color of the candle should correspond to what you want to achieve. Different colors 
represent different desires. We'll identify the proper candle colors for various purposes in a 
minute. Your candle should also contain certain herbs or scents that correspond to what you are 
trying to accomplish. The scent positively influences the effectiveness of your candle-burning 
sessions. You may be aware of the phenomenon of aromatherapy. The concept behind it is that 
certain aromas influence your thinking and mood more than other scents or no scent at all. 
Different scents also attract different influences toward you. We'll pinpoint these connections 
later. 
 
 
Although not entirely necessary, candle burning is most effective if you make the candle 
yourself. There are many good books on candle making. You can also search the Internet or go 
to an art supply or large retail store to purchase supplies and learn this simple and fun craft. If 
you make the candle yourself, simply add the scent or herb you desire to your candle as it's being 
made. If you buy candles, you need to imbue them with your vibrations and, quite literally, your 
personal touch. This is done by actually touching the candle, anointing it with olive oil, and 
rubbing in the appropriate scent.  
 
To add intent to your ritual, use a pin, screwdriver, or similar object to print your desire into the 
side of the candle. This serves the purpose of emphasizing your request. Say you're burning a red 
candle to attract love. You may want to inscribe something like, "I will find the love of my life" 
on the side of the candle. And when you talk to your unconscious mind, the less verbose the 
better. Short, direct sentences are best to describe your intent and ask for what you want. 
 
 
Those of you who are familiar with and believe in the power of crystals will want to add the 
appropriate crystal to your candle-burning sessions. Simply place the crystal near the candle to 
enhance your session. The appropriate crystals will be discussed in a minute. 
 

 
Prayer is a very powerful force in 
and of itself. Praying in conjunction 
with candle burning only reinforces 
and intensifies your request or 
meditation. This is why many 
religions have used candle burning 
in rituals for thousands of years. If 
you combine prayer with your 
mantra or request, stay on topic. If 
you're burning a red candle to 
attract love, don't start praying for 
career satisfaction during the same 
session. It's better to focus on one 
matter at a time in all endeavors.  
 



 

As with all psychic development, no one way is the only way to succeed. 
There are at least two schools of thought regarding writing down your 
intent. Both approaches agree that you should write your mantra, goal, or 
intent on a piece of parchment or colored paper that matches the color of 
the candle you're about to burn. But one school of thought directs you to 
roll up the parchment or paper and tie it with a ribbon that also matches 
the color of the candle. Keep this paper until you have attained your goal. 
The other school of thought says to burn the paper in the flame of the 
candle as you begin your session and are saying your prayer, chant, or 
mantra. If you do it this way, be careful not to burn yourself or start a 
fire. Use a tongs, pliers, or other tool to hold the paper as it burns. And 
make sure you hold the paper over a fireproof plate once it catches fire. 
 
You can burn the candle down completely the first time you use it, or you can nurse it along for 
numerous sessions. Try to make your session last at least 10 minutes if you burn your candle in 
increments. However, some people believe that it's best to burn the candle in its entirety on the 
first session. The choice is yours. Test both methods and determine which is best for you in the 
time allowed.  Again, never leave a candle burning unattended. 
 
How to Ask for What You Want 
First achieve a meditative state. Then write down your wish or goal on a piece of parchment or 
colored paper that matches the color of the candle you're about to burn, which has been chosen to 
correspond to what you want to achieve. Keep your goal in mind during every part of this ritual. 
Anoint your candle with olive oil. Make sure you've carved your intent into the side of the candle 
and that you've taken all necessary candle-burning precautions. If you decide to use a crystal, 
make sure it's in place.  
 
Hold the unlighted candle in your hands and visualize your goal. Experience the energy going 
into the candle. Create and say a mantra, prayer, or desire (quietly out loud or to yourself) that 
will allow your unconscious and conscious minds to communicate, reinforce, and bring to 
fruition what you are meditating upon. Don't forget that effort and intent are both necessary to 
make things happen! You must take this seriously and make the effort in order to reap any useful 
results from this ritual.  
 
As you light your candle, say your mantra, prayer, or desire, and project your wish upon the 
candle. Meditate on your goal, expressing intent to the universe and yourself. Visualize your 
dream coming true. Visualize the circumstances under which you will be offered your new job. 
Imagine your employer telling you that your salary has been increased.  Or conjure up a vision of 
your perfect mate. Mentally focus on your goal. Think about how you will get there. Imagine 
yourself already having achieved your goal. Stay focused until the end of your session.  

  
 



 

Do's and Don'ts on Candle Burning 
 
A candle is a controlled fire. A small fire, but a fire nonetheless. Here are some safety measures you 
should keep in mind before you begin: 
 
1.  Never leave a candle burning unattended. Watch those sparks, and keep the flame away from 
furniture, drapes, and other flammables. 
 
2.  If the candle comes in a paper container, and the container is meant to burn as it reduces in size, 
put the container into a fireproof container to prevent hot wax from running off or otherwise causing 
trouble. Use a large, fireproof bowl that will catch melting wax, and burn your candles on a fireproof 
surface. Put some pennies under your fireproof bowl to block the heat from burning the furniture it's 
sitting upon. 
 
3.  Remove any paper, including labeling, packaging, etc., from around or under your candle, unless 
the instructions on the candle tell you otherwise. Votive candles should be placed in a container with 
about a quarter-inch of water at the bottom. The container should also be about the same size as the 
candle, as the wax from votive candles will drip and spread, and you will have a mess on your hands 
if the container is too wide. Cleaning votive candle containers will be much easier if you add enough 
water to cover the bottom of the glass container before inserting the candle. 
 
4.  If your wick is drowning in wax or won't burn, simply pour any excess wax into a wet paper 
towel. This will give the wick a new lease on life. Make sure the wick is about 1/4 to 1/2 inch long 
and standing straight. Trim the wick if it's longer. If it's shorter, burn some of the wax so the wick 
extends 1/4 to 1/2 inch above the surface. A short wick produces a smaller, more controlled flame 
that won't emit as much smoke. Cut the excess wick after each use to get rid of black build-up on the 
tip, which causes the wick to bend and the wax to melt unevenly. Never leave wick trimmings in the 
candle. 
 
5.  If you see black smoke, use your snuffer to douse the flame, dip the wick in the liquid wax pool, 
and re-center the wick. Do not re-light until you know why the candle is emitting smoke. Check the 
length of the wick. If it's more than 1/2 inch tall, let the candle cool, trim the wick, and re-light the 
candle. If a draft is blowing on the flame, either eliminate the source of the draft or move the candle. 
Do not allow debris to accumulate in the wax pool.  If you have taken all of the precautions we've 
discussed and the candle is still emitting smoke, get rid of the candle and buy a different type. If you 
made the candle yourself, call the supplier and discuss the issue with them. They should be able to 
help you. If not, find another supplier.  
 
6.  Pillar candles also need to be placed in an appropriate-size container and on a non-combustible 
surface while burning.  
 
7.  Tapered candles should be stored lying flat to prevent them from bending. 
 
8.  Do what you need to do to make sure your candles are firmly in place and upright in the 
candleholder. 



 

 
9.  Avoid drafts, excessive vibrations, and nearby heat sources that may encourage the wax to drip 
and get out of control. Keep candles away from open windows, operating fans, and heat or air-
conditioning vents. Blowing air can move the wick and cause dripping wax, increased smoke, and 
even cracked glass if the flame gets too close to the holder. 
 
10.   Don’t use wooden candleholders, as they may present a fire hazard. 
 
11.   A wider candle is less likely to drip than a thinner one. 
 
12.   Use a snuffer to douse the flame of your candles or let your candles burn out on their own rather 
than blowing them out. You can also extinguish the flame by dipping the wick into melted wax then 
repositioning the wick. This will help eliminate smoking. 
 
13.   Use common sense. Don’t burn your candles on wreaths, near curtains, or close to other 
flammable objects.      
 
14.   Limit burn time of your candle. Don’t burn your candles for more than four hours at once if it is 
contained within a glass container. This will prevent the glass from breaking due to the heat. Make 
sure the candle has hardened and is completely cool before re-lighting. Keep the wick centered. 
 
15.   Don’t buy a candle with metal in the wick, as it could contain lead.  
 
16.   Always remove labels from the bottom before using votive candles. It will be easier to clean 
their containers if you add enough water to cover the bottom of the glass before inserting the candle. 
 
17.   When the candle has melted to less than 1 inch tall, throw it out, as its purpose has been fulfilled.  
 
18.   If you burn a candle in a small room, it is likely to smoke up the room. Consider the size of your 
room when you light your candles and make sure you have sufficient ventilation to get rid of the 
smoke and to keep a constant supply of fresh air coming into the room. 
 
Now you’re ready to practice intent through candle burning. 
 
We wish you great success in manifesting your intent through candle burning and using the 
enhancements we have identified. Always remember to keep your intent positive, as good comes 
from good. 
 
Wishing you all the best!  
 
 
For more information on developing the psychic side of your mind, go to http://psychicsmarts.com 
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